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I. INTRODUCTION
Error correcting codes with low Bit Error Rate (BER) are used for reliable data transmission in wireless communication system. A large number of error correcting codes providing reduced BER have been proposed in the literature. Convolutional codes [1] , Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [2] and Turbo codes [3] are widely used in wireless systems. For the given implementation complexity of the code, convolutional codes outperform linear block codes. Convolutional codes are used for Second Generation (2G) cellular systems. LDPC codes are linear block codes and are characterized by a sparse parity check matrix [4] . LDPC codes are based on iterative decoding and have performance close to the channel capacity. Several communication standards, such as IEEE 802.16e in wireless local area network [5] and DVB-S2 for digital television [6] have included LDPC codes. However, LDPC codes with large block of data require large number of computations with increased time delay.
Turbo Convolutional Codes (TCC), also called as Turbo codes, exhibit BER which is close to Shannon's limit [3] . The rate-1/2 Turbo codes achieve BER of 10 -5 at Bit Energy to Noise (E b /N o ) ratio of 0.7 dB which is 0.7 dB above Shannon capacity limit for 18 decoding iterations. Turbo codes are used in cellular communication systems and are included in 
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the specifications for Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and cdma2000, which are 3G wireless standards [7] . However, Turbo codes require decoders with large computational complexity.
The number of mathematical operations required by Turbo decoders increases exponentially with the increase in constraint lengths of constituent convolutional codes [8] .
Codes with large computational complexity adversely affect the power consumption, memory requirements and total delay of a receiver. For receivers with limited power, powerful processors and large memory are not always available. In past few years, several approaches to achieve low complexity Turbo-like code designs have appeared in the literature [9] - [12] . Modified Turbo codes provide good compromise between complexity and error performance. It has been shown that the low complexity modified Turbo codes using efficient interleavers provide error performance which is equivalent to Turbo codes. Concatenated zigzag codes are low complexity modified Turbo codes with error performance which is equivalent to Turbo codes [9] . However, concatenated zigzag codes require large interleaver length. An interleaver with large length requires more time latency as decoders require longer delay in deinterleaving the received bits. Turbo-SPC codes [10] are low complexity modified Turbo codes with error performances which are equivalent to the error performance of Turbo codes. However, at low E b /N o , errors do not converge for all the combinations of bits for Turbo-SPC. Recently, a class of modified Turbo codes termed as Low Complexity Hybrid Turbo Codes (LCHTC) has been proposed [11] . However, LCHTC decoder requires large number of decoding iterations. The structure of LCHTC encoder is modified to construct the Improved Low Complexity Hybrid Codes (ILCHTC) [12] , [13] . It is shown that for the given E b /N o , ILCHTC decoders require less number of iterations than LCHTC decoders. Moreover, the decoding complexity of ILCHTC is 50% less than that of Turbo codes.
Decoder complexity of a code depends on the number of Multiplication Equivalent Operations per Information Bit per Iteration (MEO/IB/I) and Addition Equivalent Operations per Information Bit per iteration (AEO/IB/I). Additionally, for iterative decoders, computational complexity is dependent on the number of iterations. Decoding complexity in terms of mathematical operations for various iterative decoders is presented in the paper. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, decoding complexity of LDPC and Turbo codes using Soft In Soft Out decoders is presented. Various low complexity Modified Turbo codes are described in section III. Decoding complexity of various modified Turbo codes are also computed in this section. Comparison of error performances and decoding complexity of various codes is presented in section IV. Section V outlines the conclusion of investigation II. LDPC AND TURBO CODES LDPC and Turbo codes employ iterative decoders which are based on Soft Input Soft Output (SISO) decoding algorithms. SISO decoders use max* operator to reduce decoding complexity of the codes [14] . Max* operator is defined as,
where, f m (.) is a nonlinear correction function. Max* operator is used recursively for multiple number of arguments. Let C m,max be the number of Multiplication Equivalent Operations (MEO) and C a,max be the number of Addition Equivalent Operations (AEO) to implement max* operator [8] . Let C m , L max be the number of MEO and C a,Lmax be the number of AEO to implement max* using log-MAP algorithm.
Neglecting the operation for maximum value selection and assuming that the logarithm and exponential operations are equivalent to multiplication operations, the number of operations to implement Log-MAP algorithm are given by,
Max-Log-MAP algorithm is the approximation of Log-MAP algorithm for the implementation of max* operator. Using Max-Log MAP algorithm, max* is approximated as,
Max-log-MAP algorithm requires only selection operation. Assuming that the number of comparisons are equivalent to addition operations, the number of computations to implement max* operator is given by, LDPC decoder employs belief propagation algorithm which is based on SISO decoding [14] . Let Likelihood Ratio (LR) of a received bit be given by
where ( | 
For Additive White Guassian Noise (AWGN) channel with variance, σ, The process of decoding starts with the selection of A Posteriori Probability (APP) for each data bit, which is followed by choosing the data bit value that corresponds to the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) probability for that data bit. Belief propagation algorithm is described below:
For the first iteration, n b is the a priori probability of data 
where, ( 
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 is the response message for the branch of Tanner graph which connects i th variable node to p th check node. Since each check node is connected to maximum w r variable nodes, the max* in (10) operates on w r number of parameters.

Step 2: The variable nodes update their response message to the check nodes. LLR of the message at the check node in t th iteration is given by,
where summation of response messages is taken for all the check nodes except p th node. 
Step 3: LLR of the received bits at variable nodes are computed to estimate the transmitted bits. LLR of the n th received bit,
Current estimation,ˆn b of the received bit n b is given by, ˆ1
Step 4: Updated LLR of received bits are used to compute syndrome, Step 5: End. Decoding complexity of LDPC is computed using the number of mathematical operations in each step of the decoding algorithm. The computation of response messages of check nodes in Step 1 requires max* on w r variable nodes. Let C and C be the number of MEO/Iteration and AEO/Iteration required to compute response messages in
Step 1 respectively. Using (2), (3) and (10),
In
Step 2, response message at (N+P) variable nodes are updated using the message from P check nodes. Let C m,2 and C a,2 be the number of MEO/Iteration and AEO/Iteration required to update response messages at variable nodes in
Step 2 respectively. Using (11),
Further, estimation of transmitted bits requires computation of LLR of the received bit in Step 3. Let C m, 3 and C a,3 be the number of MEO/Iteration and AEO/Iteration required to update response messages at variable nodes in
Step 3 respectively. Using (12),
Let C and C a,4 be the number of MEO/Iteration and AEO/Iteration required to compute the syndrome in Step 4. Using (14) ,
Using (15) 
B. Turbo Codes
Turbo encoder consists of parallel concatenation of two rate-1/2 Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders [3] . Fig. 2 shows the encoder structure of TCC used for encoder in its natural order. Second encoder encodes interleaved data bits. Let the sequence of data bits be represented by d = {d 1 , d 2 ,…, d N } and parity bits generated by the first and second RSC encoders be represented by r (1) and r (2) respectively.
Where, . Code word, C TCC , for TCC is given by,
Turbo decoder consists of two constituent decoders. Each decoder is a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoder which is based on LLR of received bits [14] . First RSC decoder operates during the first half iteration and generates extrinsic probability e (1) . Second RSC decoder operates during the second half iteration and generates extrinsic probability, e (2) . SISO decoding is used in Turbo decoders. The architecture of TCC decoder is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Let C m,c and C a,c be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required by convolutional decoder respectively. It is shown that the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I for convolutional decoder, using S t states, are given by [14] ,
First RSC decoder uses two inputs; LLR of received convolutional parity bits, (1) r and LLR of data bits, which is the addition of LLR of received data bits, and extrinsic probability generated by the second decoder. Let C m,frst and C a,frst be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I respectively for the first RSC decoder of TCC. The number of computations required by the first RSC decoder is given by,
The number of computations for the second RSC decoder of TCC is same as that for first decoder. Therefore, the number of computations for the second decoder is given by,
Output of second decoder is used to generate extrinsic information for the next iteration. The number of MEO/IB/I, C m,TCC and the number of AEO/IB/I, C a,TCCC for TCC decoder is given by,
number of computations is given by, TCC and LDPC codes are excellent error correcting codes for wireless channels. However, TCC decoders require large number of mathematical operations and computational complexity of LDPC encoders is large [14] . MTC are multiple concatenations of low complexity convolutional codes and block codes. It is shown that low complexity Modified Turbo Codes (MTC) with iterative decoding offer error performance which is equivalent to Turbo codes [9] - [12] .
For a general MTC, a sequence of N information bits is arranged in an array of size J × K. Therefore,
Depending on the concatenation scheme and the type of constituent code, MTC encodes columns/rows of the array of information bits. Fig. 4 shows the constituent code of a general MTC. Encoder 1 encodes columns and encoder 2 encodes rows of information array. Parity bits generated by either encoder 1 or encoder 2 are encoded by encoder 3. Depending on the type of MTC, one or more of these encoders are used. Particular combination of encoder 1, encoder 2 and encoder 3 forms a constituent code of MTC. Parallel concatenations of M constituent codes form the overall encoder structure of MTC. Each constituent code of MTC encodes interleaved array of information bits except first constituent code [15, 16] . Fig. 5 shows the overall structure of a general MTC, where, π (m) denotes m th interleaver, 1 ≤ m ≤ M-1. Some of the low complexity modified turbo codes are described below:
A. Concatenated Zigzag Codes
Concatenated Zigzag Codes (CZC) are low complexity codes which consist of parallel concatenation of zigzag codes [9] . In each constituent code, zigzag encoder computes parity bits for the columns of 2-dimensional information array. In Fig. 4 , encoder 1 is a zigzag code. Encoder 2 and encoder 3 are not used for CZC. Transmitted code word, for CZC is represented by,
Constituent decoders of CZC use max* operator to compute LLR of information bits.
L d j k be the forward LLR and backward LLR and current LLR of received information bits respectively where, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Equations (38), (39) and (40) requires computation of max*. For a segment of J bits, max* operator in (38) is executed J times in addition to one addition operation. Let C m,f and C a,f be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I for computation of forward MLA and are given by
Result of (38) is used to evaluate backward LLR in (39). Therefore, backward MLA requires computation of max* only once. Let C m,b and C a,b be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required to compute backward MLA. Then
Let C m,d and C a,d be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required to decode an information bit in zigzag decoder. Using (40), the number of computations required for LLR of a bit in a column of an array is given by,
For CZC with M constituent codes, extrinsic information is computed for each decoder. Therefore, an addition operation is required to compute extrinsic information before the next constituent decoder in each iteration. Let C m,czc and C a,czc be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required by CZC to decode an information bit. Using (41) to (46), the decoding complexity of CZC with M constituent decoder is given by,
B. Low Complexity Hybrid Turbo Codes
Low Complexity Hybrid Turbo Codes (LCHTC) is a new class of modified Turbo codes [11] . LCHTC uses hybrid concatenation of zigzag code and convolutional code. In each constituent encoder, zigzag encoder computes parity bits for the columns of information bit array (encoder 1 in Fig. 4) . Zigzag parity bits of first L constituent codes are encoded by rate-1/2 RSC code (encoder 3 in Fig. 4 ). Encoder 2 is not used for LCHTC.
Decoding complexity of LCHTC is dependent on the number of computations required by convolutional and zigzag decoder. For LCHTC decoder, convolutional decoders are used to decode K zigzag parity bits in first L constituent decoders. LLRs of the decoded bits of first L constituent codes are much larger than that of remaining constituent decoders. Therefore, LLRs of information bits decoded by L decoders are multiplied by the damping factor to achieve optimum speed of error convergence for the overall LCHTC decoder. For LCHTC, the number of C m,LCC , is given by,
C z

MEO/IB/I required by number of convolutional decoders, L
Therefore, using (24) and (34),
Similarly, number of AEO/IB/I required in LCHTC by L convolutional decoders, C a,LCC , is given by,
Using (25) and (35),
LCHTC uses zigzag codes for all M constituent codes. Let C a,zCC and C m,zCC be the total number of AEO/IB and MEO/IB required by zigzag and convolutional code of LCHTC. Using (47), (48), (50) and (52), the number of computations are given by,
The overall LCHTC decoder is shown in Fig. 6 . For overall LCHTC decoder, extrinsic probability is computed at the output of a constituent decoder and is given at the input of next constituent decoder. Mathematically, the extrinsic information vector generated by the m th decoder in the t th iteration is defined by
The a priori LLR of (m) , is given by
The LLRs of the information bits,
, are updated iteratively using (55) and (56). In the first iteration,~, is used as a priori information for the first decoder. In the subsequent iterations, extrinsic probability generated by the M th decoder is used to update the a priori information of the information bits for the first decoder. Therefore,
Let C a,LC and C m,LC be the number of AEO/IB/I and MEO/IB/I multiplications required by overall LCHTC decoder. Decoding complexity of LCHTC decoder using (53) and (54) is given by,
Decoding complexity of a code is dominated by the number of computations required by convolutional decoders [8] . Given the number of states, S t , of convolutional code, decoding complexity of convolutional code is dependent on the trellis length of convolutional code [14] . Trellis length of , is given by,
For J = 4, L = 4 and M = 4, maximum trellis length of a rate-1/3 LCHTC is N.
C. Turbo-SPC Code
Encoder structure of Turbo-SPC is similar to LCHTC except that zigzag codes in LCHTC are replaced by SPC codes. For Turbo-SPC codes, encoder 1 (in Fig. 4) is a Single Parity Check (SPC) code and encoder 3 is a rate-1/2 RSC code [10] . Encoder 2 is not used for Turbo-SPC codes. Let C m,SPC and C a,SPC be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I for SPC decoder respectively. SPC decoder of Turbo-SPC code decodes J information bits of each column. Therefore, decoding complexity of SPC decoder in the constituent code of Turbo-SPC is given by,
Let C m,TSPC and C a,TSPC be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required by the overall Turbo-SPC decoder. Moreover, M addition equivalent operations are required to compute extrinsic probability for the constituent decoders. Therefore, decoding complexity of Turbo-SPC decoder using (50), (52), (61) and (62) is given by,
D. Improved Low Complexity Hybrid Turbo Codes
Encoder structure of LCHTC is modified to construct Improved Low Complexity Hybrid Turbo Codes (ILCHTC) [12] . For ILCHTC, first E rows of information array are encoded using rate-1/2 RSC code (encoder 2). Only Zigzag parity bits are computed for each column of the information array in other constituent encoders except the first one (encoder 1). Other constituent encoders of ILCHTC are same as that of LCHTC. In first constituent decoder of ILCHTC, convolutional decoder decodes E rows of information array. Let C m,ILCC and C a,ILCC be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required by the convolutional decoder in ILCHTC. Using (24) and (25), decoding complexity of convolutional codes in ILCHTC is given by,
, ,
For the remaining (M -1) constituent codes, only zigzag T r Turbo code is (2× ) whereas trellis length of LCHTC, N/J N decoder is used. Let C m,zILCC and C a,zILCC be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required by zigzag decoder of ILCHTC respectively. The number of computations required by M decoders of ILCHTC is, therefore, given by
Overall ILCHTC decoder requires one addition equivalent operation to compute extrinsic probability before each decoder. Let C m,ILC and C a,ILC be the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I multiplications required by overall LCHTC decoder. Using (67) and (68), decoding complexity of ILCHTC decoder is given by,
(69)
To compare decoding complexity of various codes in unified manner, number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I required for various rate-1/2 codes are computed. Table I shows decoding complexity of various codes using Log-MAP algorithm and Max-Log-MAP algorithm. It is observed that TCC requires maximum number of mathematical operations.
IV. COMPARISON OF CODES
The BER performances of TCC, ILCHTC, LCHTC, Turbo-SPC and concatenated zigzag codes, at rate 1/3, are shown in Fig. 7 for comparison. TCC shows the best BER performance among these codes. The simulation of ILCHTC shows that it achieves a BER of 10 -5 at an E b /N o = 1.9 dB which is 0.4 dB more than that of TCC adopted in the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for wireless communication systems [8] . However, as shown in Table I the decoding complexity of ILCHTC is considerably lower than that of TCC [13] . Therefore, ILCHTC is suitable for wireless communication applications. Among modified Turbo codes under evaluation, ILCHTC requires minimum E b /N o to achieve BER of 10 -5 . BER performance of ILCHTC is better than that of LCHTC. However, for E b /N o < 1.2 dB, the BER performance of TCC is far better than that of modified Turbo codes under evaluation.
Decoding complexity of a code is dependent on the number of iterations and the number of computations per iteration. Moreover, the number of MEO/IB/I and AEO/IB/I increases with the trellis length of the convolutional codes used in the constituent codes. Average number of iterations required by Zigzag, Turbo-SPC, LCHTC, ILCHTC and TCC for different values of E b /N o for rate, R c =1/2, is illustrated in Fig. 8 . TCC requires least number of iterations whereas LDPC requires maximum number of iterations. ILCHTC requires 10% more iterations than TCC.
Let C m and C a be the number of MEO/IB and AEO/IB required for the various decoders respectively. Table II shows error correcting codes used in various standards, their decoding complexity and the possibility of using proposed codes in those standards. Turbo It is observed that the convolutional codes and Turbo codes are extensively used to reduce bit error rate in wireless standards for mobile communication. The selection between convolutional code and Turbo code is dependent on the type of logical channels and the application of the wireless standard for communication. It is observed that the constraint length of convolutional codes is larger than that of Turbo codes. This is because convolutional codes require more constraint length than that of Turbo codes to achieve the desired bit error rate. Since decoding complexity of these codes increases exponentially with the increase in constraint length, convolutional decoders require more mathematical operations than Turbo decoders.
Analysis shows that the decoding complexity of rate-1/2 Turbo codes is same as that of rate-1/3 Turbo codes. This is because parity bits of rate-1/3 TCC are punctured to change the code rate to 1/2 and puncturing does not affect the overall decoding complexity of Turbo codes. It is also observed that LCHTC and ILCHTC require the same number of computations per iteration. However, the number of iterations in ILCHTC is less than that of LCHTC. Therefore, overall decoding complexity of ILCHTC would be less than LCHTC. Table III presents coding gains and the required number of computations for LDPC, TCC, Turbo-SPC, ILCHTC, LCHTC and concatenated zigzag codes for R c = 1/2, N = 1452 and E b /N o = 1.6 dB in AWGN channel. It is observed that TCC and LDPC provide almost equivalent coding gains. Decoding complexity of LDPC codes is maximum among the codes under evaluation. Moreover, the number of computations required by ILCHTC decoder in one iteration is almost 30% of the number of computations required by the TCC. However, ILCHTC require 76% more iterations than TCC. Therefore, the overall decoder complexity of ILCHTC is 50% less than that of TCC. Simulation results show that the coding gain of ILCHTC is 0.4 dB less than that of TCC. However, decoding complexity of ILCHTC is considerably lower than that of TCC. Analysis shows that concatenated zigzag codes require 25% less computations than ILCHTC. However, coding gain of concatenated Zigzag code is 0.8 dB less than that of ILCHTC. Fig. 9 shows the comparison for the number of computations/iteration for the convolutional codes and Turbo codes used for 3G and the newly proposed LCHTC and ILCHTC. It is observed that the decoding complexity of convolutional codes is considerably larger than that of Turbo codes. This is because convolutional codes require larger constraint length than Turbo codes to achieve the same BER. It is also observed that there is a marginal increase in the decoding complexity for the convolution codes with the reduced code rate. This is because increase in the number of parity bits results in the reduction of the code rate of convolutional codes and increase in parity bits increase only addition equivalent operations. Analysis shows that the decoding complexity for a rate-1/4 convolutional code is 7% more than that for a rate 1/2 convolutional code which is very low. Decoding complexity of LCHTC and ILCHTC is 3% of the decoding complexity of convolutional codes.
V. CONCLUSION
LDPC and Turbo codes are Shannon capacity approaching codes. However, Turbo decoders are complex and error convergence of LDPC codes is slower than that of Turbo codes. Therefore, modified Turbo codes with lower decoding complexity than Turbo codes, are recently proposed in literature. Decoding complexity is one of the factors in the selection of error correcting codes for mobile communication systems. Decoding complexity of various codes in terms of multiplication equivalent and addition equivalent operations is presented to compare the number of computations. It is observed that decoding complexity of modified Turbo codes is considerably lower than that of Turbo codes. Simulation results show that LDPC and Turbo codes require almost same number of computations. The decoding complexity of LDPC and TCC is more than that of Turbo-SPC, ILCHTC, LCHTC and Zigzag codes. Based on the complexity analysis comparison presented in the paper, suitable choice can be made in selecting a code for an application depending on available E b /N o and the coding gain requirements. 
